The potential energy surface (PES) for the loss of HCN or HNC from the pyrazine molecular ion was determined based on quantum chemical calculations using the G3//B3LYP method. Four possible dissociation pathways to form four C3H3N +• isomers were examined. A Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus quasi-equilibrium theory model calculation was performed to predict the dissociation rate constant and the product branching ratio on the basis of the obtained PES. The resultant rate constant for the HCN loss agreed with the previous experimental result. The kinetic analysis predicted that the formation of CH=CHN ≡ CH +• + HCN was predominant, which occurred by three consecutive steps, a C-C bond cleavage to form a linear intermediate, a rearrangement to form an H-bridged intermediate, and elimination of HCN.
Introduction
Understanding heterocyclic chemistry is important in several disciplines, such as organic and physical chemistry, biochemistry, pharmacy, pharmacology, medicinal chemistry, material science, etc. Mass spectrometry has been used mostly to confirm or deduce structures of heterocyclic compounds and their fragments.
1 Generally, the mass spectrum of a polyatomic molecule contains many fragment peaks, indicating that ion dissociation occurs by several competitive and consecutive reactions. Various experimental techniques have been developed to understand ionic dissociation kinetics, dynamics, and mechanisms, which include photoelectron-photoion coincidence (PEPICO) spectroscopy, timeresolved photodissociation with ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry, and photodissociation mass-analyzed ion kinetic energy spectrometry.
2 Theoretical studies based on quantum chemical calculations can provide insights into ionic dissociation kinetics and mechanisms. For example, the dissociations of several ionic benzene derivatives were studied theoretically in this laboratory. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Theoretical dissociation mechanisms of some hetero-aromatic systems have been suggested with the aid of quantum chemical calculations.
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Recently, the dissociation of the pyridine molecular ion has been investigated by theoretical means. 16 The kinetic analysis based on the calculated potential energy surface (PES) showed that the fragment ions, C 4 H 4 +• , produced by the loss of HCN were a mixture of methylenecyclopropene and vinylacetylene radical cations, similar to the formation of C 4 H 4 +• from the benzene molecular ion. The branching ratio predicted from the kinetic analysis showed a dramatic dependency on the ion internal energy. The formation of the vinylacetylene radical cation was dominant at energies corresponding to metastable dissociation, and its relative abundance decreased as the energy increased. Interestingly, the common initial step for both the dissociation channels was an isomerization by a 1,2-H shift.
In this work, the dissociation of the pyrazine (1,4-diazine) molecular ion (1, Figure 1 ) was investigated as a first attempt to understand the dissociation kinetics and mechanisms of three diazine (C 4 H 4 N 2 +• ) isomers. The structure and reactions of 1 have been studied using experimental and theoretical means. 17, [19] [20] [21] [22] In the 70-eV electron ionization mass spectrum 23 and collision-induced dissociation spectrum 17 of pyrazine, the m/z 53 and 26 peaks are major fragment peaks that correspond to fragment ions formed by the loss of HCN and 2HCN from 1, respectively. The breakdown curves for the dissociation of 1 were obtained using the PEPICO method and were fitted by a Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) model calculation. 21 However, the detailed dissociation mechanism has not been proposed. The PES for the formation of several C 3 H 3 N +• isomers by the loss of HCN or HNC was examined using quantum chemical calculations. The isomerization and dissociation kinetics were discussed on the basis of the PES.
Computational Methods
The molecular orbital calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 suite of programs. 24 The geometries of the stationary points were optimized at the unrestricted B3LYP level of the density functional theory (DFT) using the 6-31G(d) basis set. The transition state (TS) geometries that connected the stationary points were examined and checked by calculating the intrinsic reaction coordinates at the same level. For better accuracy of the energies, G3 theory calculations using the B3LYP density functional method (G3// B3LYP) 25 were performed. The RRKM expression was used to calculate the rate constant for the unimolecular reaction steps that were involved in the selected reaction pathways because the RRKM formula for the microcanonical ensemble was mathematically equivalent to the formula in the statistical quasi-equilibrium theory that was developed for the ionic dissociations:
In this equation, E is the internal energy of the reactant, E 0 is the critical energy of the reaction, N ‡ is the sum of the TS states, ρ is the density of the reactant states, σ is the reaction path degeneracy, and h is Planck's constant. N ‡ and ρ were evaluated through a direct count of the states using the Beyer-Swinehart algorithm.
26 Each normal mode of vibration was treated as a harmonic oscillator. The vibrational frequencies that were obtained from the B3LYP/6-31G(d) calculations were scaled down by a factor of 0.9614. 27 The rate constants were calculated at 0 K, which means that rotational effects were ignored.
Results and Discussion
1 possesses four chemically equivalent carbons and two chemically equivalent nitrogens, and it belongs to the D 2h group (Figure 1 ). There are four possible initial isomerization steps to eliminate HCN or HNC from 1. Two of those steps occur by a direct cleavage of either the C2-C3 bond (channel 1, see Figure 1 for numbering) or the N1-C2 bond (channel 2). The other two occur by a hydrogen shift either from C2 to C3 (channel 3) or from C2 to N1 (channel 4). All of these possible pathways were examined in this work, which eventually formed several products as follows;
Both of the E and Z isomers of CH=CHN≡CH +• can be formed in channel 1. The optimized geometries of the four possible product C 3 H 3 N +• ions are shown in Figure 1 with their calculated relative energies. CH 2 =N=C=CH +• was the most stable
. By increasing the C2-C3 bond distance of 1, an opened isomer cis-2 is formed (Figure 2) . The PES obtained with the G3// B3LYP calculation is shown in Figure 3 . As the N1-C6 bond distance increases, the HCN moiety moves toward the hydrogen on C3 to form an H-bridged isomer 3. The TS for this step lies highest in the lowest energy reaction pathway in channel 1. The final dissociation step to (E)-CH=CHN≡CH +• + HCN has no reverse barrier. The overall critical energy of channel 1 (266 kJ mol
) was the lowest among the dissociation channels investigated in this work. On the other hand, cis-2 can undergo a cis-trans isomerization around the C5-C6 bond to form trans-2. We tried but failed to optimize a TS connecting cis-and trans-2 (TS cis-2 → trans-2) with the B3LYP method. Trans-2 can lose HCN through another H-bridged isomer 4 to form (Z)-CH=CHN≡CH +• which was 5 kJ mol −1 less stable than the E isomer. Two ion-molecule complexes, not presented in Figure  3 , were found as minima between trans-2 and 4. Their presence does not affect the dissociation kinetics because the barriers connecting the two ion-molecule complexes and 4 were negligible. 3 and 4 are rapidly interconvertible before dissociation. TS cis-2 → trans-2 was optimized in the HF/6-31G(d) calculation. Because G3 calculations 28 are based on geometries optimized with the HF method, the energies of cis-2, TS cis-2 → trans-2, and trans-2 were successfully calculated with the G3 method. Their relative energies were 0, 127, and 0 kJ mol
, respectively. Therefore, it is likely that TS cis-2 → trans-2 lies at about 288 kJ mol −1 , which is 22 kJ mol −1 higher than TS cis-2 → 3, in the PES constructed with the G3//B3LYP method. In addition, TS cis-2 → trans-2 was tighter than TS cis-2 → 3. Accordingly, it is predicted that the isomerization cis-2 → trans-2 is much less favored than the isomerization cis-2 → 3 both energetically and entropically.
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Formation of CH 2 =N=C=CH +• + HNC (channel 2). As the N1-C2 bond distance of 1 increases, the H on C3 shifts to N1 to form an opened isomer cis-5 ( Figure 4) . The TS for this step lies highest in channel 2. After a cis-trans isomerization, the H on C6 shifts to C5 to form isomer 6. A rotation around the N4-C5 bond forms isomer 7. By increasing the C5-C6 bond distance of 7, an ion-molecule complex 8 is formed. Further increasing the C5-C6 distance eliminates HNC to form CH 2 =N=C=CH ) of the channel is much higher than that of channel 1. Therefore, it is predicted that the formation of CH 2 =N=C=CH +• + HNC hardly occurs. Formation of CH 2 =C=N=CH +• + HCN (channel 3). The H on C2 shifts to C3 to form a distorted cyclic isomer 9 ( Figure 5) . By increasing the C3-N4 bond distance, an opened isomer 10 is formed. The barrier for this step lies highest in channel 3. As the HCN moiety moves further from the other part of 10, an ion-molecule complex 11 is formed. The final dissociation step has no reverse barrier.
Formation of CH 2 =N=C=CH +• + HCN (channel 4). The H on C2 consecutively shifts to N1 and C6 to form a distorted cyclic isomer 13 ( Figure 6 ). The TS for the second step lies highest in channel 4. By increasing the C5-C6 bond distance, an opened isomer 14 is formed. The HCN moiety is eliminated to form CH 2 =N=C=CH +• via an ion-molecule complex 15.
Dissociation Kinetics. The calculated overall critical energies of channels 1-4 are 266, 417, 301, and 327 kJ mol −1 , respectively. Considering these overall critical energies, channel 1 is the most favorable, even though channel 4 is the thermodynamically most favorable when only considering the endoergicity. A kinetic analysis was performed to predict the rate constant for the HCN loss, k HCN , and product branching ratio. Channel 2 was ignored in the kinetic analysis because its occurrence was highly improbable, due to its much higher overall critical energy compared to the others. The rate equations for the minima in channels 1, 3, and 4 were set up, which consisted of individual rate constants for the forward and reverse isomerization and dissociation steps. The pathway via trans-2 in channel 1 was not included because TS cis-2 → trans-2 was not optimized. The contribution of this pathway would be small because the cis-trans isomerization would be far less favored than the isomerization cis-2 → 3, as described above.
29 The MATLAB program was used to numerically solve the coupled differential equations. The solution provided the time dependence of the concentrations of 1, the intermediates, and the products at a specific ion internal energy. k HCN was obtained by fitting an exponential law to the sum of the time dependencies of the concentrations of 1 and all the intermediates. The relative abundances of the products in channel 1, 3, and 4 were obtained from the time dependencies of their concentrations. This procedure was repeated for a range of the internal energy values.
The rate constants for the individual reaction steps were calculated using the RRKM formalism of equation (1) and used for obtaining k HCN . The critical energies that were calculated with the G3//B3LYP method were used. The reaction path degeneracies (σ's) were assumed from the optimized structures. σ of 4 was used for both the isomerizations 1 → cis-2 and cis-2 → 3, σ of 2 for 3 → cis-2, and σ of 1 for the other steps in channel 1, which is the most important channel (see below). All the final dissociation steps in channels 1, 3, and 4 occurred without reverse barriers. Because such "loose" TSs could not be located, activation entropy (ΔS ‡ ) 2 was used in calculations of rate constants of the final dissociation steps. Generally, ΔS ‡ has a positive value for a loose TS. For the dissociation steps, the frequencies for each loose TS were adjusted so that ΔS ‡ at 1000 K might be a certain value in a wide and reasonable range (13-46 J mol
). 30 Fortunately, the variation of ΔS ‡ 1000K for each dissociation step did not affect k HCN at all, indicating that the final steps occurred much faster than the rate-limiting steps in the individual channels.
The resultant energy dependence of k HCN , k HCN (E), is close to that determined by the PEPICO experiment, 21 as shown in Figure 7 . Buff and Dannacher obtained two breakdown curves for the dissociation of 1 with a PEPICO spectrometer with ion source residence times of 1 and 6 μs. The experimental breakdown curves were best-fitted by the k HCN (E) curves calculated at 0 K using the RRKM formula, as shown in Figure 7 . The loss of HCN was the only dissociation channel for photon energies ranging from 12.0 to 12.5 eV. To convert the (photon) energy of the k HCN (E) curve by Buff and Dannacher into the ion internal energy, the literature ionization energy of 9.29 eV 31 for pyrazine was used. The ionization energy (9.33 eV) that was calculated with the G3/ /B3LYP method was very close to the experimental value. It should be noted that because the breakdown curves were obtained for up to 12.5 eV, corresponding to 310 kJ mol −1 of internal energy of 1, the validity of PEPICO k HCN (E) curves higher than 310 kJ mol −1 is not guaranteed. Considering this, it is concluded that the present calculated k HCN (E) agrees with the PEPICO result on the microsecond time scale.
The calculated relative abundances of CH 2 =C=N=CH +• and CH 2 =N=C=CH +• were negligible. Their sum was less than 0.1% at the energies up to 420 kJ mol −1 . As the energy increased, their abundances gradually increased. The abundances of the former and the latter were 1 and 0.1% at 600 kJ mol −1 , respectively. Namely, the formation of CH=CHN≡CH +• (channel 1) was predominant, agreeing with the above prediction based on comparing the overall were obtained so that the experimental breakdown curves obtained at ion source residence times of 1 and 6 μs achieved best fits by calculations that used the RRKM kHCN(E) curves and they are presented as the lower and upper lines, respectively. critical energies. The relative abundances of the (E)-and (Z)-CH=CHN≡CH +• isomers could not be calculated in this work. Before the dissociations, the H bridged intermediates 3 and 4 are rapidly interconvertible. Therefore, the relative abundances of the E and Z isomers are determined mainly by the rate constants of the dissociations from a mixture of 3 and 4 to the product isomers. However, their rate constants could not be calculated with confidence because the corresponding TSs could not be located as described above. It is only predicted that the E isomer would be more favored because it is more stable than the Z isomer, assuming that other factors are the same.
The other possible primary dissociation of 1 is the loss of H•. By a direct C-H bond cleavage, a cyclic C 4 H 3 N 2 + ion is formed by the loss of H•. The endoergicity for this dissociation was calculated at the G3//B3LYP level and it was 311 kJ mol ) of channel 1, the loss of H• is energetically far less favored than the loss of HCN. This agrees with the experimental result that the m/z 79 peak corresponding to the H• loss is very small in the mass spectrum 23 and the collision-induced dissociation spectrum 17 of pyrazine. The CH=CHN≡CH +• ion can eliminate HCN to form the acetylene radical cation, which is another major fragment ion in the mass spectrum of pyrazine. The endoergicity for the formation of CH≡CH +• + 2HCN from 1 calculated at the G3/ /B3LYP level was 465 kJ mol 
Conclusions
The kinetic analysis based on the calculated PES showed that the formation of CH=CHN≡CH +• was predominant in the loss of HCN from 1, which was thermodynamically less favored compared to the formation of CH 2 =N=C=CH +• . The energy dependence of k HCN agreed with the PEPICO result on the microsecond time scale. The formation of CH=CHN≡CH +• occurred through three steps. After a C-C bond cleavage to form a linear intermediate, an H-bridged intermediate was formed by a rearrangement to eliminate HCN. The other channels that were initiated by a 1,2-H shift were not important in the dissociation of 1, in contrast to the dissociation of the pyridine molecular ion, where a 1,2-H shift was an important step. The dissociation kinetics and mechanisms of the other diazine molecular ions are being examined in this laboratory.
